
Search for the items below on your exploration 
of the Minster’s grounds!

Start
What animals can you see 
carved around the outside of 
the Chapter House?

Blackbird

Robin

What colours are the 
leaves in the Sycamore 
trees?

Education 
Garden

How many logs 
are in our bug 
hotel?

Can you 
spot a 
Squirrel?

What tree does 
this leaf belong 
to?

What famous 
fruit is grown 
on this tree?

Can you find this 
Green Face?

End

What tree does 
this leaf belong 
to?

What was this 
used for?

Chapter house
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Fun Facts:

Did you know that parts of 
the Minster are over 900 
years old and dates back to
the Norman period?

There are lots of different animals on the 
outside walls of the Chapter House. How 
many can you spot?

The National Lottery Heritage Fund has 
given us a lot of money to help preserve 
the Chapter House (which is why it is 
closed for a while), and to improve the 
garden.

The ‘Green Man’  is a face surrounded by leaves – sometimes the 
leaves grow out of his / her mouth, nose and ears! They are often 
found in medieval Christian buildings like churches and are a symbol 
of our connection with nature.

At Southwell Minster, we have at least 10 ‘Green Men’ inside the 
Minster’s Chapter House.

Can you see if you can make your own Green Man from the leaves 
and sticks you find lying on the ground?

Remember to be socially distanced on your trail and keep at least
2 metres apart from others. Make sure to wash your hands after this 
activity.

Once you have made your Green Man, share your pictures on social 
media by tagging us on Facebook - @SouthwellMinster, Instagram -
@southwellminster or on Twitter - @SouthwMinster
or emailing them to us at education@southwellminster.org.uk

More information can be found on our website at 
www.southwellminster.org/leaves
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